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ABSTRACT

An attempt is made to understand the behaviors involved in two different

self-control strategies: Zen meditation and behavioral self-management. The

first technique is derived from the Eastern "religious-philosophical" tradi-

tion of Zen Buddhism; the other technique is derived from laboratory and field

studies in Western settings. Using tools of natu;alistic observation and ex-

perimental analysis, Zen meditation is conceptualized as a sequence of behav-

iors involving certain cues and consequences, and thereby being under explicit

contingency arrangements. The same tools of experimental analysis are then

applied to the behavioral self-management techniques, and a series of compari-

sons and contrasts are made between the two. After briefly reviewing the clini-

cal outcome literature for both strategies, the paper concludes with a discus-

sion of the rehabilitative and preventive benefits which may be gained from a

combination of the two techniques.



Based on current biofeedback, meditation, and self-control research,

a new paradigm of man is emerging within the scientific community. This

paradigm conceptualizes the healthy person as an individual who can pilot

his own existential fate in the here and now environment, and who can have

far greater self-regulatory control over his own body than heretofore imagined.

Concomitant with this new paradigm is an attempt to develop and improve tech-

niques by which man can self-observe his behavior, change it (if desired), and

then continually modify and monitor it according to his needs.

The goal of this paper is to explore self-control techniques developed

within the Eastern "religion" of Zen Buddhism and the Western psychological

framework of social learnIng theory. Because of seemingly different epistomo-

logical and cultural frameworks, it might at first appear an impossible task

to bridge this gap between an Eastern religious technique, such as Zen medita-

tion, and Western therapeutic strategies, such as self-management skills. There

is certainly no doubt that differences both in origin and goals do exist.

For example, formal Zen breath meditation (Zazen) is a single technique

which was developed thousands of years ago as a method of attaining religious

insight (cf. Lesh, 1970; Weinpahl, 1964; Maupin, 1969). Behavioral self-

management techniques, on the other hand, involve a constellation of strate-

gies tailored to specific problem areas, and are the product of recent empiri-

cal investigations derived from experimental research in Western laboratories

and field settings (cf. Thoresen and Mahoney, 1974; Goldfried and Merbaum, 1973;

Mahoney and Thoresen, 1974). In addition, Zen meditation is a technique within

a philosophical-religious framework which has a view of man different from the
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philosophical view of man upon which social learning theory rests (cf. Suzuki,

1960; Bandura, 1974; Shapiro, 1972). Finally, based on current split brain

research (cf. Ornstein, 1972), it may be argued that Zen meditation attempts

to strengthen the right side of the brain: i.e., nonrational, nonanalytical,

simultaneous integration of material, whereas behavioral self-management strate-

gies strengthen the left side of the brain: i.e., analytical, rational, sequen-

tial processing of information.

Despite the fact that the techniques were developed in different eras,

for different philosophical purposes, and with different ass&Iptions about the

nature of man, systematic investigation of the two techniques is fruitful for

several reasons: 1) By looking closely at the behaviors involved in both tech-

niques, it might be possible to determine when behavioral differences in fact

exist between the two, and when the supposed differences are merely semantic

distinctions. 2) Where behaval differences do exist, it might be possible

to determine whether unique aspects of one could become profitable additions

to the other. 3) Social learning theory employs a naturalistic observation

technology to identify and measure behaviors and events (cf. Zifferblatt and

Hendricks., 1974). By using these tools of experimental analysis (naturalistic

observation), it is possible to gain understanding of meditation as a series

of behavioral events under explicit contingency arrangements. In this way,

meditation is removed from the realm of "mystical practice," accessible only

to the select few, and is redefined as a technique which, if useful, could be

practiced and understood by many people.
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Formal Zen Meditation: A Behavioral Anal;As

Preparation

The individual picks a quiet spot, either in'a natural setting or in a

room set aside for that purpose. If a room is selected, often incense is lit,

and the room is semidarkened. In formal Zen meditation, the person sits in a

full or half lotus Position. In this position he is physically centered, his

knees and buttocks forming the solid base of a triangle (Weinpahl,i41964;

Kapleau, 1967). His hands are placed together in his lap.

From a behavioral or social learning framework, the location of the medi-

tation setting, the dimness of the lighting, the incense, and the physical

posture of the individual are all a type of environmental planning. These

behaviors occur prior to the execution of the target behavior (meditation),

with the individual prearranging relevant environmental cues to influence the

occurrence of the behavior (Thoresen and Mahoney, 1974). The dim lights, the

quiet spot, the physical posture, all net the stage for the actual behavior of,

meditation.

The Target Behavior

Although the posture and environment are helpful prerequisites to proper

meditation, they do not, in and of themselves, ensure its occurrence. For

example, the studies of Akish!.ge (1968) have shown that it is the mental

"attitude of the Zen meditator, and not his posture, which correlates with EEG

changes. When the attitude was right (i.e., when certain covert behaviors

were engaged in, and certain others not engaged in), the alpha rhythms appeared

in both ordinary postures, such as sitting in a chair, as well as in the formal

meditation posture. Without this attitude, there is no rise in alpha activity,

even in the formal meditation posture (Akishige, 1968). Thus, for the practice

of proper meditation, the covert behaviors in which the individual engages are

3.
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equally important, if not more so, than the environmental ,aanning.

Essentially, Zen meditation is a five-step process. The beginning medi-

tator is told to breathe through his nose, letting the air come in by extending

INSERT FIGURE ONE ABOUT HERE

his diaphragm: "Don't draw it in, rather let it come to you" (Lesh, 1970).

He is taught to count one number (e.g., one two...up to ten) after each exhala-

tion, and to focus his mind on the belly region (see Shapiro, 1974a, for ex-

tended description of techniques).

When the person is asked to observe his breathing, theie is an alteration

in the behavior of breathing. He has difficulty letting the air come to him

and catches his breath, breathing more quickly and shallowly than normal.

Often he complains that he is not getting enough air, and is "drowning"

(Figure One, Step One).

Simijarly, in the behavioral self-observation literature, discriminating

and labeling a behavior influences the occurrence and response of that behavior

(e.g., McFall and Hammen, Z97Z; Broden, HaZZ and Mitts, Z97Z; Kazdin, Z974;

Hendricks, Thoresen, and Hubbard, Z974). Soon, however, the person who is

meditating forgets about the task at hand, his mind wanders, and he stops

focusing on his breath (Figure One, Step Two): a variety of unrelated thoughts

and images occur. This process has also been noted in the behavioral self-

observation literature where the subject forgets to record behavior (e.g.,

Broden, Hall, and Mitts, Z971). When this "forgetting" occurs, or when

formal self-observation stops, then the behavior returns to the preself-

observation phase (e.g., talking out behavior of Stu, in Borden, Hall and

Mitts, 1971; "nonconscious" breathing in meditation).
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In Zen meditation, there is a third stage, not fowl,. In the behavioral

sell-observation literature: the individual is taught to note every time his

mind wanders from the task of breathing, and to turn his focus back to that task.

"If images or ideas come into awareness, do not follow them, do not try to

expel them, but merely relax, let go, and focus on counting the inhalations and

exhalations of your breath" (Figure One, Step Three)(Shapiro, 1974a). With

practice, the individual learns to focus on his breathing without altering the

behavior of bt'eathing (the reactive effect of Step One) and without habituating

to the task (as in Step Two). The person is then breathing effortlessly

(Figure One, Step Three).

As new thoughts are self-observed, the-meditator is able to take note of

them and continue focusing on his breathing. Since he is in a relaxed, com-

fortable, and physically stable posture, he is able to self-observe with equa

nimity everything that floats before_his mind: fears, thoughts, fantasies,

o

guilts, decisions, and other covert events. In this way he`' becomes "unstressed"

to whatever is "on his mind" (Figure One, Step Four) (cf. Goleman, 1971). This

fourth step of meditation is comparable to the behavioral technique of system-

atic desensitization. In systematic desensitization (WoZpe, 2958, 1969), there)

is a structured hierarchy of graded anxiety-provoking situations. Before the

presentation of any phobic scene, the subject is relaxed by the therapist. In

meditation, relaxation (Step Three, effortless breathing) can occur before de-

sensitization (Step Four, "unstressing").

However, in meditation, no attempt is made to systematically structure

the anxiety-provoking stimuli; rather, there occurs what Golemn (1971) has

referred to as a "global hierarchy" consisting of things that are currently

on a person's mind. Whenever the individual meditates, he learns to look at

all that passes before his mind, without making any judgment, and thereby

desensitizing himself (unstressing) to his own covert images and statements. .

F5



This process of standing back from one's self and one's pLcblems and watch-

ing with equanimity, makes the problems seem less drastic and overwhelming,

and is referred to in this paper as "detached self - observation." Within

Ranfer's behavioral model of self-management involving self-observation--self-

evaluationself-reinforcement, this type of detached self-observation would

presumably alter the subsequent self-evaluation by reducing the self-evaluative

threat: i.e., making the problem seem less intense; and by giving the person a

sense of strength and control (from the firm, centered posture, and relaxed,

focused breathing) so that he need not be afraid to self-evaluate at a subse-

quent time (Kanfer and Karoly, 1972).

Further, by focusing on a competing incompatible behavior--breathing--

the meditator is able not only to self-observe his thoughts equitably, but

eventually to remove them completely from his mind. This is functionally simi-

lar to the process of counterconditioning (Bandura, 7969) in which responses

incompatible with maladaptive behavior are practiced, and in also similar to

the process of thought-stopping. In behavioral approaches to thought - stopping,

the individual, whenever he realizes he is having an unwanted aversive thought,

covertly yells "stop!" This technique, one would hypothesize, would habituate

quickly, and therefore be ineffective with repeated use (cf. Thoresen and

Mahoney, Z974; Hannum, Thoresen, and Hubbard, 1974). In meditation, however,

the person is instructed not to force out the aversive thought, but merely,

"relax, let go, and focus on counting the inhalations and exhalations of your

breath." Thus, at first, focus on breathing reduces the aversiveness of the

thought and desensitizes the individual to it; then, focus on breathing beLomes

a competing response which eventually removes the thought and empties the mind

of "internal chatter." This reduction of thoughts and images (Step Five,

Figure One) increases the receptivity of the mind to other covert stimuli

typically ignored, the reason Zen and Yoga masters "hear" their internal body

9



signals so clearly. It further allows the individual to tie receptive to

whatever is on hand, unblocked by preconceptions and internal chatter (.f.

Kasamatsu and Hirari,1966; Leah, 1970).

Summary

A behavioral analysis of formal Zen meditation suggests the following:

when a person begins to focus on his breathing, there is a "reactive effect":

his breath comes faster, he feels as though he is plot getting enough air, and

forces more. air into, himself (Step One). Soon, his mind wanders from the task

of breathing (habituates to the task, Step Two). The individual is taught to

catch himself whenever his mind wanders, and to return to the task of breathing.

This will either cause another reactive effect or, with practice, the person

t
,

will learn to breat e effortlessly (Step Three). At this point the person has sk
,

learned to observe is breathing without a reactive effect, and without

habituation.

As new thoughts come into his mind, he is able to continue to focus on

his breathing while at the same time watching the thoughts with equanimity

(Step Four). This prOcess forms the dual function of a) desensitizing the

individual to the thoughts which enter his mind (detached observation of

thoughts); and b) eventually removing those thoughts by the continued focus

on the competing response of breathing. In this way, the person feels relaxed,

calm, and with a mind emptied of internal chatter (Step Five).

1

Breath meditation serves several different functions. First, it is a

i

type of relaxation training. The individual sits in a centered posture and

breathes in a calm, effortless way. Second, the person learns to focus atten-

tion on one thing--his breath--and to do so in a relaxed, yet deliberate,

fashion. Third, the person learns to be self-conscious (i.e., to self-observe)

without a stumbling, reactive effect and without habituating to the task.

1p



Fourth, he is able to desensitize himself through detached self-observation

to "whatever is on his mind": thoughts, tears, worries. And fifth, he is

able to stop all thoughts, and have a clear, empty, receptive mind., This

allows hiM to let go of cognitive labels, reopen his senses, and thereby be

more in touch with both internal and external stimuli.

Informal Meditation

In addition to formal Zen meditation, an individual often is asked to

practice Zen meditation informally throughout the day. This informal medita-

tion requires that one be conscious of everything he does, to attend very

closely to ordinT activities. "Be aware and mindful of whatever you do,

physically or verbally, during the,daily routine of work in your life.

Whether you walk, stand, sit, lie down, or sleep, whether you stretch or bend

your legs, whether you look around, whether you put your clothes on, whether

you talk or keep silent, whether you eat or drink, whether you answer the calls

of nature--in these and othe- activities you; should be fully aware and mindful

of the act performed at the moment, that is to say, that you should live in

-
the present moment, in the present action" (Rahula, 1959).

Lx

Thus, in informal meditation, the individual merely observes all actions

that he does throughout the'day, without judging or evaluating. As Alan Watts

notes, in discussing informal meditation: "Listen. Listen to the sound of

your own complaint when the world gets you down, when you are angry, when yot,

are filling out income tax forms. Above all, just listen" (Watts, 1972). The

"listening" without comment and without evaluation that occurs during informal

meditation is functionally similar to the detached observation of Step Four in

formal meditation.

11
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Behavioral Self - Management

::elf-Observation

The ,concept of awareness is a prerequisite for self-change strat,%:1,.r

within a behavioral framework. For example, in Kanfer and Phillips' mcjel

of behavior psychotherapy, the first step involves teaching the individual

how tb monitor his own behavior (Kanfer and Phillips, 1966). Other behav-

ioral therapists (e.g., Goldiamond, 1965; Ferster, 1972; Th6resen and Mahoney,

1974) also stress the importance of a functional analysis of the environment

as a prerequisite to behavior change. Ferster (1972) has referred to this

functional analysis as 'fn,tsight therapy," noting that probably the most

significant and difficult event to learn tb observe is the functional rela-

tionship between one's own behavior and the elements of the environment that

are controlling it. Yet, he continues, this knowledge of the external func-

tional environment is absolutely necessary for effective action: to learn

how to avoid and escape aversive elements, while at the same time acting on

positive elements in the environment. In this way, the individual learns to

recognize 'hat elements of the environment are controlling his behavior, a

necessary first step so that he can manipulate them rather than be manipulated

by then:.

This awareness is not limited to the external environment, but also'

includes the monitoring of covert thoughts and\feelings, such as physiological

reactions, somatic complaints, and covert thoughts and images (Homme and Tosti,

1971; Meichenbaum, Z97Z; Kazdin, 1974; Thoresen and Mahoney, 1974; Jacobson,

Z97Z; Cautela, 1967, Z971).

In behavioral self-observation strategies, an emphasis is placed on

discriminatiry and labeling certain cues in the internal and external environ-

ment, and then examining the antecedents and consequences ofspecified actions.

12
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Thus, the individual Learns to recognize antecedent or imit-:ating stimuli;

to rroognize Consequences maintaining the behavior; and to recognize.the

behavior itself in terms of its frequency, latency, duration, and intensity.

Zen meditation also focuses attention on inner experiences as well as

the external environment. In Zen, however, the goal is to remain aware of

the "ongoing present" without dwelling on it. The contrast might be one of

a relaxedawareness, a receptive "letting go" compared to an active focusing

and dwelling on data (cf. Deikman, 1971). Therefore, unlike behavioral self-

--obse/ rvation strategies, no attempt is made to plot data charts, use counting

devices, or employ systematic and written evaluation of data gathered from

the ongoing present. Furthermore, in Eastern self-observation strategies

(cf. Millie, 1959; Spiegelberg, 1962) the focus of the strategy is on the

process of self-observation itself, i.e., nonevaluative, without comment,

and the content includes all'behaviors; inVestern self-observation strate-

gies, the focus of the observation is on the content of the problem area,

i.e., the behaviors to be changed or altered.

One of the consequences of behavioral self-observation is that the

procedure serves both as a method of gathering data and also as a possible

self-change technique. As Kanfe and Karoly (Z972) point out, .self-observation

appears to be intimately linked with self-evaluation and self- reinforcement.

And Home (Z97Z), for example, suggests that the "act of plotting on a graph

serves as a positive consequence for self-management, and, once conditioned,

the operation of a wrist counter appears to act as a reinforcer in its own

right" (p. 4-13). There have been several recent studies attempting to verify

this "reactive effect." Most indicate that self-observation of a behavior

does influence the occurrence of that behavior, depending on such factor's as

the valence of the behavior, the timing of the self-observation, the nature of

13
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the response monitored, and the frequency of the observat-L,,,s (of. ReP,:17,

1979; McFall and Hammen, 1971; Broden, Hall, and Mitts, 2971; .Johnson and

White, 4971; Thoresen, Hubbard, Hannum, Hendricks, and Shapiro, 4974; .azdin,

1974). It was noted earlier how a similar reactive effect takes plsce during

Step,One of Zen meditation, in which self-obiervation of the behavior of breath-

ing influences its occurrence.

Thus, in summary, although both meditation and behavioral self-observation

/

strategies involve an initial reactiveeffect, there are differences, both in

terms of the nature of what is observed, and the method by which it is observed.

Self-Evaluation and Goal Setting

In a behavibral self-management strategy, after discrimwating, labeling,

recording, and charting the data, the individual evaluates the data and often

sets a goal for himself (e.g., Kolb and Boyatzis, 1970; Kanfer and Karoly, 1972).

Zen meditation, on the other hand, attempts to teach a person to live in

the present, without evaluating it. As Alan Watts put it: "Zen meditation is

a trickily simple affair, for it consists only in watching everything that is

happening, including your own thoughts and your breathing, without comment"

(Watts, 1972, p. 220). This process of watching without comment, of letting

the thoughts "flow down the river" when they occur, is what has been referred

to in this paper as detached self-observation. The goal in Zen is not to

evaluate the effects of self-observation, but rather to just self observe.

Further, Zen also stresses the importance of living in the present without the

use of setting/goals. For example, Suzuki discusses the dilemma of modern

Western man Wno is so busy striving after future accomplishments that 'he is

unable to appreciate .the day-to-day beauty right beside him (Suzuki, 1960).

However, there is a contradiction, or at least a paradox, in the above

statements. First, two goals are posited: one is the goal of "living in the

14



moment" without self-evaluation and the second is the goal of not ':avng any

goals. prom a behavioral standpoint, a seriesofterhniques are pool 2d

whi-ch represert a sueceasive approximation toward "goals of nongoals." Pry

example, oeginning meditators are taught, as noted earlier, to count from one

tv Len. More advanced meditators, however, are taught to just count "one"

over and over again. This represents an attempt to focus the individual medi-

tator more in the present, without striving .after the goal of "reaching ten."

Finally, there is a technique for advanced meditators, called Shikan-taza,

which means, just sitting, and involves neither focusing on counting ncrbreath-

ing. Thus, rather than no goals in Zen, there is a series of subgoals designed

to help the person reach the goal of being "goal free" and Any in the present,

A similar analysis could be made of the goal of no sel,f'-evaluation. In

order for an individual to be able to observe himself without cogent and with--

out evaluation, he has to be able to discriminate, label, and evaluate those

times when he in fact evaluates: e.g., "I'm no longer focusing on breathing;

my mind has wandered; I need to again return to the task of breathing; I'm

being too self-critical, I should stop being so critical and return to just

observing myself." Thus, from a behavioral standpoint, although not denying

that Zen, in fact, has a goal of nonevaluation, there is some question as to

whether that goal can be reached and maintained without the aid of monitoring

and evaluating the effects of one's progress. Seemingly, one must first learn

how to evaluate before he can experience nonevaluation.

Environmental Planning

In behavioral self-management, once the individual has become aware

of the target behavior, several strategies are available to use. The first

of these strategies is environmental planning, which occurs prior to the

execution of the target behavior. Examples of environmental planning would

1. 5
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include arranging antecedent or initiating stimuli (e.g control);

preprogramming certain punishments or reinforcements for specified actions

(e.g., self-contract); self-regulated stimulus exposure (e.g., self-administered

desensitization); covert self-verbalizations altd imagery (e.g., self-instructions)

(c f. Thoresen and Mahoney, 1974; Mahoney and Thoresen, 1974).

When an individual picks a quiet, uncluttered spot for meditation, he is

engaging in environmental planning. Similarly, if he lights incense to block

out other smells and to help him focus his attention on breathing, or, if he

meditates with a group of people in order to help ensure daily practice, he

is attempting to bring his behavior under stimulus control, and/or use social

reinforcement to encourage the performance of certain actions. Further, In Zen

meditation, the use of the Kwat, a slap by the master to a "nonconcentrating

student," represents a preprogramming of physical punishment to reduce "nonalert"

behavior.

It is important to note, however, that although the meditator prearranges_

environmental cues, and may use social reinforcement and consequences to influ-

ence the occurrence and proper execution of meditative behavior, the long-term

goal of meditation is eventually to eliminate the need for social consequences,

environmental cues, or even covert self-reinforcement. In the beginning, how-

ever, the need for these cues and consequences is both recognized and util4zed.

Systematic desensitization. Wolpe (1958,,2969) borrowed from Jacobson's

relaxation techniques, and used them as the first step in his three-step process

of systematic desensitization. Wolpe hypothe4zed on the basis of reciprocal

inhibition that the presence of a phobic or e.ressfuZ event would extinguish

if it could symbolically occur in the presenCe of an incompatible respone;

such as relaxation:

1 6



...The ability of a given stimulus to cam,e anxiety is

weakened if a response antagonistic to anxiety oanbe

made to occur in the presence of the anxiety-evoking

stimuli. This can cause a complete or partial sup-

pression of the anxiety response. (WoZpe, 1958.)

Wolpe had the patient construct elaborate hierarchies, labeling them in ascend-

ing order of subjective units of disturbance (SUD). He would relax the S using

Jacobson's method and, once the S was relaxed, have him visualize the lowest

SVD anxiety-producing item on the hierarchy. If S began to feel tense, Wolpe

would have him dismiss the image, and continue to relax. If the S felt no

tension, the therapist would have him imagine the next highest tension-producing

item.

More recent work has altered the Wolpe paradigm in both theory and prac-

tice. Wolpe believed that relaxation should precede the fear-arousing imagery.

The new paradigm has the fear-arousing situation become a discriminative

stimuli (Sd) for relaxation. This technique has been successfully used by

several investigators (e.g., Goldfried, Z973; Jacks, Z972; Menefee and Thoresen,

1975; Suinn and Richardson, Z97Z). After training in deep muscle relaxation,

the person learns to discriminate anxiety by imagining the fear-arousing situ-

ation and maintaining that situation in the imagination. While maintaining

the tension, the person uses relaxation and positive imagery to reduce it.

These two paradigms were compared in a group study involving acrophobics.

One group practiced the passive paradigm (relaxation before phobic scene and

avoidance of arousal) and one group practiced the active paradigm (fear

arousal as a discriminative stimulus for active relaxation and positive imagery).

On both self-report and actual performance test of climbing and looking down

from a twelve-story building; subjects in the active, "stress as a cue to

relax" procedure did signifiantly better (Jacks, 1972).

17
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INSERT FIGURE TWO ABOUT HERE

Step Four of formal Zen meditation is similar to the Wolpe paradigm

in that relaxation precedes the feared image. However, it is different in

that there is no structured hierarchy of anxiety producing events, but rather,

as pointed out earAker in the paper, a "global desensitization."

Behavioral Programming

The second of the behavioral self-management strategies is behavioral

programming. In behavioral programming, the individual presents himself with

consequences following the outcome of a target behavior. These consequences

can be either verbal, imaginal, or material self-reward (positive or negative,

1

overt or covert) or verbal, imaginal, or material self-punishment (positive

or, negative, overt or covert) (Thoresen and Mahoney, 1974; Mahoney, 1974).

As Zen does not espouse attachment to material possessions (e.g., material

self-reward), of particular interest to the discussion here is the behavioral

literature on covert events--both imaginal and verbal. It is only within the

last ten years that behavioralists have actively begun to pay attention to

covert events, finally entering the "lion's den of private events" (Kanfer and

Karoly, 1972; Cautela, /971, Z967; Meichenbaum, Z971; Homme, Z965; Mahoney and

Thoresen, 1974; Thoresen and Mahoney, 1974). This expansion into the study of

covert events has occurred for several reasons. First, improved scientific

instrumentation has made it possible to study some internal processes (e.g.,

research on biofeedback). Second, animal studies (e.g., Miller, 1969) began

to question the traditional distigtions of operant and classical conditioning,

especially the interdependence of environmental-cognitive influence processes

and the primary role of "symbolic processes" in behavior change. Third, the
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clinical experiences of clients and patients have always :n7,olved maladaptive

cognitive problems.

As early as Z964, Skinner stated that "self-reported, unobservable

phenomena are justified if they delineate functional behavioral relationships."

L. Home (1965) in a seminal article entitled "Control of Coverants, the

Operants of the Mind," hypothesized that a behavioral` relationship existed

betWeen what a person said to himself covertly, and his subsequent overt

behavior. He coined the term coverant: a covert operant. A coverant refers

to Covert behavior (thinking, ruminating, reflecting) which operates or works

on the environment.

There have been several recent studies attemptig to show the relation-

ship between covert events and overt actions. CauteZa zas discussed the use

of,covert sensitization (covert imagery as punishment) as a technique for

modifying maladaptive approach behavior such as alcsoholism (cf. Ashem and

Donner, 1968); sexual behavior (cf. Davison, 1968; Barlow, Leitenbcrg, and

Agras, 1969); and obesity. An interesting example of covert imagery as

punishment is cited by Ferster (1965). Ferster discussed the use of Ultimate

Aversive Consequences (VAC) in which the individual (e.g., with a problem of

smoking) imagines an aversive future consequence (e.g., lungs rotting, doctors

talking over his decayed body) every time he begins to engage in the maladaptive

behavior (e.g., lighting a cigarette). The individual thereby learns to modify,

his overt behavior by covertly summoning up aversive future consequences at the

onset of his present maladl tive activity.

Cautela also discussed the use of covert desensitization in order to

modify maladaptive avoidance responses, and cites literature suggesting that

covert self-reinforcement, both positive and negative, can be used to modify

maladaptive approach or avoidance behavior (Cautela, 1967, 1971; cf. Bandura,

1974).
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Other studies have taken Howl's Coverant Control T:erapy Paradigm

(Homme, 1965) based on the Premack principle (Premack, Z965) and sueeessAlly

applied it to modifying covert thoughts: increasing positive self thoughts,

decreasing negative self thoughts (Mahoney, 1971; Johnson, 1971). Further, it

has been shown that covertly practicing the behavior (behavioral rehearsal) is

a successive approximation of the overt act, and increases the likelihood of

its successful occurrence (Johnson, 1971).

Because of the importance of covert events suggested by these studies,

behavioral therapists are paying increasing attention to the internal environ-

ment. Below are two examples of anxiety management training packages which

give concrete illustrations of the use of internal events in self-management

strategies (Suinn and Richardson, 1971; Meichenbaum, 1971; cf. also, Mahoney,

in press).

Suinn and Richardson developed an anxiety-management training package

in which anxiety cues or other discriminative stimuli were used to promote

nonanxious, incompatible actions such as relaxation and positive imagery.

The training package lasted two and one-half hours. The first thirty minutes

consisted of deep muscle relaxation. One hour was spent on training S to

visualize anxiety - arousing' scenes in which S saw himself acting in a competent

and successful fashion; then S was asked to visualize a scene in which he was

feeling calm and relaxed. The final hour was more of the same (Suinn and

Richardson, 1971).

A similar training package has been developed by Meichenbaum (1971) for

use with acting-out, impulsive children, and with schizophrenics. He refers

to the training package as a type of stress innoculation, in which S is

"injected with psychological antibodies." His procedure involved 1) a

Schacterian explanation of emotion; 2) practice in controlling arousal by

means of muscular relaxation and slow, deep breathing; and 3) practice in
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rehearsing self-instructions to cope with stress situatiohs (e.g., "relax,

I am in control, I can handle the situation ") (Meichenbaum, 1971).

Both these training packages involve a shift away from the Wolpc model

of desensitization discussed earlier, and towards the Goldfried model. Fur-

ther, the training packages illustrate an expansion in methodology of social

learning principles, such that internal private events are now considered

legitimate foci for scientific investigation.

In formal meditattp, there is also a great interest in and focus on

internal thoughts and images. However, the goals are somewhat different in

that the individual is instructed not to pay attention to internal thoughts

and images, and to "let them float on down the strerm of consciousness."

Therefore, although the beginning meditator may subvocalize such cues as

"relax; keep focused on your breathing; your mind has wandered, better return

to breathing again," the goal of formalZen meditation is eventually to have

an empty mind, uncluttered by covert statements and images (Steps Four and Five,

Figure One).

A Synthesis of Zen Meditation and Behavioral

Self-Management Techniques

It is clear from the preceding discussion that many differences and

similarities exist between formal Zen meditation and behavioral self-management

tec17 dques. One of the more important clinical questions, however, still

remains unexplored: Can these techniques complement each other to provide

a more effective treatment strategy in combination than either strategy when

practiced alone?

Informal Meditation Plus Behavioral Self-Management

Techniques: '=Contingent Informal Meditation" K77

Current research is suggesting that the technique of informal meditation

can be made a more powerful clinical intervention strategy by making its
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performance contingent upon certain antecedent cues, and ly coupling it with

coN.ert self-imagery, covert self-statements, and focused breathing (cf. Shapiro,

1974a; Shapiro and Zifferblatt, 1975; Boudreau, 1972). In this new model, the

subject does not listen noncontingently to all events occurring throughout the

day (informal meditation) but rather, discriminates only specified cues in the

internal and external environment (e.g., tension, anger, anxiety, social events).

Once the individual has discriminated those cues, he then self - observes in a

"detached" nonevaluative manner, as in informal meditation. However, he also

focuses on breathing and covertly initiates cues to relax, to'feel in control,

and. images himself acting in a relaxed, competent fashion.

Thus, informal meditation may be made into a more powerful clinical

intervention strategy in two ways: 1) by making its performance contingent

upon certain internal and external cues; and 2) by coupling it with covert

imagery, self-instructions, and focused breathing. Likewise, the behavioral

self-management strategy may be made more powerful by the addition of the

detached observation "listening" derived from informal meditation.

Formal Meditation Plus Behavioral
Self-Management Techniques

The acquisition of formal meditation behavior can be facilitated by

borrowing from certain behavioral self-management techniques. For example,

individuals have been given a wrist counter and instructed to punch the counter

every time their mind wandered from the task of breathing. The punching of the

wrist counter was then made a discriminative stimulus for returning attIntion

to the task of breathing. Functionally, a tool used in behavioral self-

observation (the wrist counter) took the place of the Kwat of the Zen monk.

Through behavioral technology, the individual as aided in learning when his

mind wandered from the task (Figure One, Step Two), and in bringing it back
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to the task (Figure One, Step Three), thus facilitating tilt acquisition and

0
proper performance of formal meditation (cf. Shapiro and Zifferblatt, 1975;

Van Nuys, 1971).

Conversely, there are certain aspects of formal meditation that comple-

ment and facilitate behavioral self-management skills. For example, during

formal meditation, the individual learns to unstress (desensitize) himself

(Step Four, Figure One) and to empty his mind of covert charter and images

(Step Five, Figure One). By meditating formally twice A d y, the individual is

thereby able to be more alert and responsive to stress tuations occurring at

other times during the day. Thus, the ability to elax and have a "clear mind"/
gained during formal meditation helps facilitate an individual's performance of

a behavioral functional analysis of internal and external cues throughout the

rest of the day (cf. Shapiro and Zifferblatt, 1975).

Secondly, formal meditation gives the individual practice in noticing when

his mind wanders from a task. At first there is usually a long time Iperiod.

which elapses between the mind wandering and the realization that the mind has

wandered. With practice, however the person learns to "catch himself" almost

as soon as he stops focusing on his, breathing. Similarly, in behavioral self-

management strategies, often several minutes or longer pass before the individual

realizes that he is supposed to have discriminated a cue and subsequently inter-

rupted the maladaptive behavioral chain. For example, the chronic smoker illus-

trates this lack of awareness (Premack, 1970) as does the heroin addict (cf.

Shapiro and Zifferblatt, 1975). The practice of discriminating a stimulus

(e.g., wandering mind) gained during formal meditation should generalize to

the situations involved in behavioral self-management strategies (e.g., reach-i

ing for a cigarette, the "need"for a fix). As such, the individual should be

aided in eventually discriminating the stimulus immediately upon its occurrence,
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thereby placing him in a much better position to interrupt .: mal daptive

II)
behavioral seq.lene.

The third way in which formal meditation aids behavioral 41f-management

strategies involves the cognftive set which meditation can help give its prac-

titioner. Formal meditation allows the individual an opportunity for fixed

reference points in the day during which he feels relaxed, calm, and in control.

Therefore, upon recognizing tension at subsequent points during the day, the

individual should be able to say, "I was relaxed, calm, and in control this

morning," thereby attributing current stress to a specific situation, rather than

to an "anxious personality trait" (Mischel, 1968, 1971). In this way the person

increases his feelings of self-control and learns to perceive himself as a

responsible individual who has the ability to control his own behavior and

actions (Rotter, 1966, 1969; Lefcourt, 1966).

Fourth, there are aspects of the technique of formal meditation which

make it more powerful in certain respects than behavioral self-management tech-

niques. Other techniques such as autogenic training (Luthe, 1968), self-

hypnosis (Paul, 1969), or relaxation with covert self statements (cf. Jacobson,

1971; Meichenbaum, 1971) employ certain covert images and statements (e.g.,"I

am feeling warm; my right arm feels heavy; I am feeling relaxed"). In formal

Zen meditation, the individual does not say anything to himself, nor does he

attempt to engage in positive covert images or thoughts. It is this absence

of preprogrammed covert thoughts and images which allows the meditator to

observe "what's on his own mind." Repetition of preprogrammed covert statements

and images would interfere with this process (Figure One, Step Four), and would

also prevent the mind from ever becoming "empty" (Figure One, Step Five) because

the mind would be filled continually with the repetition of these preprogrammed

images and statements.
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Finally, because the individual has been able to step back from his fears,

concerns, worries, and observe them in a detached, relaxed way during formal

meditation, afterwards he can think about the fears and evaluate how he wants

to act without being overwhelmed or oppressed by them. Thus, even though dur-

ing the process of formal meditation there is ideally no thinking or evaluation,

subsequent to meditation the individual is well-prepared to think and make deci-

sions. In this way, meditation helps produce "self-observation conditions such

that inner feedback for behavior change is optimal" (Goleman, 1971).

Summary

In summary, formal meditation is aided by a technique from behavioral

self - observation (i.e., a counting device); informal meditation is made more

powerful by making it contingent upon certain internal and external cues,

and by coupling the listening (detached self-observation) with covert imagery,

self-statements, and focused breathing.

Formal meditation may aid behavioral self-management strategies in several

ways: increased alertness to contingent cues throughout the day, facilitating

behavioral functional analysis; fixed reference points of calmness; and smaller

time lags in recognizing cues, thereby facilitating interruption of maladaptive

behavior sequences.

Further, formal meditation's absence of preprogrammed covert images and

statements allows the individual to "empty his mind of internal chatter,"

thereby allowing him a clear mind so that after meditation he can more easily

make decisions.

Conclusion

Both Zen meditation and behavioral self - management, strategies occur within

theoretical frameworks which postulate that the locus of control or change is

man himself; both strategies also endeavor to provide man with specific tools



to become more self-aware and to modify, if desired, one s own behavior.

Current research suggests that Zen meditation or behavioral self-

.management techniques alone provide potentially effective self-directed

attempts to control one's everyday life, thoughts, and feelings. For

example, researchers have found meditation effective in reducing fear

(Boudreau, 1972); curbing drug abuse (Benson and Wallace, 1971; Brautigam,

1971); developing empathy in counselors (Leah, 1970); decreasing generalized

anxiety (Shapiro, 1974a;) and reduding blood pressure and hypertension (Wal4ce

and Benson, 1972; Datey, Deshmukh, Dalui, and Vinekar, 1970). Behavioral self-

management literature reveals effectiveness of social learning strategies

applied 'o a variety of problems, such as weight reduction (Mahoney, Moura, and

Wade, 1973; D. Balfour Jeffrey, 1974); curbing smoking (Premack, 1970; Axelrod,

Hall, Weis, and Rohrer, 1974); changing negative self-thoughts (Hannum,

Theresen, and Hubbard, 1974); reducing fears (Jacks, 1972), and in other clini-

cal areas (cf. Cautela, 1971; Meichenbaum, 1971; Bandura, 1974; Thoresen and

Mahoney, 1974; Goldfried and Merbaum, 1973).

These studies suggest the clinical intervention effectiveness of the

techniques of meditation and behavioral self-management alone. Subsequent

research should determine whether a combination of the two techniques will, in

fact, be more powerful in dealing with applied clinical problems. To this

end, pilot studies have applied a treatment package comeining Zen meditation

and behavioral self-management techniques to clinical areas such as drug

abuse (Shapiro and Zifferblatt', 1975); stress and tension management (Shapiro,

1974a); and are currently extending these investigations to both rehabilita-

tive programs, such as coronary problems (Zifferblatt, 1975) as well as to

preventive and educational programs (cf. Shapiro, 1974b; 1975). Although

the results of these pilot studies combining behavioral self-management and
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Zen meditation techniques are tentative and need replication, the continued

exploration of the applied interface between Eastern disciplines and Western

.psychology promises to be a most important and clinically useful area for

further investigation.
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Yliture 2: CnellAltPioN 01 HI wiTAI

AND BEHAVIORAL 5LLV-MANALE114f

1UPICS: FORMAL Hint lalloN 101,11"1,VAL :41F-P1V SP V" laroRKAL
mepilAtig,N

I%, I Nt INFuitMTl
1 ot Al lob

PNVIllnANINIAL

PLANNING;

..where inter-
vention strategy

REM

stirsolon ewer

ACC UbeJ:

etnattne of phy-

sical posture:

if prerZTiaMred
punIshmeots oi

reInfoners:

spollled settinR (e.e.. root..
or in nature). giduccd

external stimuli to initially
help individull focus on
ohject of mosl:tat ion.

/ nat'otil ruOironrcet idieee
proh:em behavior Jurn: or
evn-:ially in:witty:1

environment.

thcor in natural
environsient;

Stimulus cues (control): e.g.
incense; or, in Case of
concentrative meditntion, the
object of meditation as
stimulus cue.

!ImucifTed cure in natural
environment (prognvaning
anteeodent or initiating
stimuli).

Self-re.zubated stinulNe exrcsurc

a stimulus cur
for "awareness";

37eciried body posture: lotus or
half-lotus, to reduce bodily
disrractions.

devenvitiation ensure
in rclazei Too:aura: e.g.,

reclininj in thick aree.hair

"1"::41" amIrrepropranme.1

runtshwent for non alert
hobo/for.

Ireprogrowing of certain
puNiohrenvn or reinforcements

rtme as bhaoi,ral

No specified specified

Posture; posture.

no pr.programme4
pnnir.hmentn or

CIX.NITIVL
VARIABLES:

Effects of
observation

In formal Zen meditation,
focusing on behavior of
breathing alters the
behavior: 4 stumbling
reactive effect (Step one)

soon mind wanders.i.e.,
habituntion to task of
observing. (Step two).

Behavioral oelf-obeervation
altrro behavior observed
(generalization one);

then there is habituation
to Look' subject forgets to
monitor; when subject
stops monitoring, behavior
return:: to pre-self-obseva-
tion phase (generalization
two).

the ponl is thnt
observation lave
no interference
or interruption
of daily activ-
ities.

'Sometimes pm,

prortommeA Inho..d

- 1. 1$0 . or

nbSerVOtion i4 used
as a discriNinitive
stfauhs to int.iropt
a Nalndaptive behavieral
sequence. (..r
behaviral
Lion).

what is
observed

how h.luivinr

is observed

--self-

evaluation

orttinf

desen itirn.
tiro parndinm

--whin
Jf Ctit

cognitive
tate,Yntt, and

images

--thouRbt
stoppin

focuool
attention

Initially just breathing
is focused on (Steps one,
two, three); eventually
openness and receptivity
to all stimuli, internal

and external (Steps 4,5)
occurs.

Functional analysie: observation
of rroblers behavior,

anteledente, an consequences;

lbouRhts, behavior, breathing,
are observed without Anal-.
yetis; no charting. no
evaluation, no goal-
settInn: 1.r., "detached"
sell-observation

W:pili770-17;711eP
fear.d smincs (Step four);

ih termil meditation,

"4Iobal" desensitixition with
no rpecifIc cues.

Fora1 meditation occurs at
specified tires throughout the
day, regardless of antecedent
stiruli.

Observation without cocxent
(no self-statements);
and without evtluation
(no thinking)

Covert 1-..ags are allowed to
"flow down she river of
consciousness" and are not
dwelled on;

i el 4 ,ompetion response of
iathing helps remove

tle,cchtn (Step 4).

Partmetora of behavior ohevr.?
fteguorp-g, latency, durotz n,
intenoiti; behavior is csanted
chartel: nyotrnatil oviluati.n
La rz1r; and gcalo are pet.

sara. r, f; r re,-,;7es (7----
0e e (,f. W044, 10.8, %.0"):
involves ouj?Btive

dictNrbing r, crest.
Or, rotax2t:or: atlo:'n ;retie
scene (eol or sgmlei-ally)
an? is ^atin;ent on dip-
criMinmteng er.tain cues (ef.

(07F).

All behaviors,
artiona, and
thoughts are
observed: Global
nwareness.

obr..rvation wi ter
out conannt and
raltIut ovalna-
t Ott .

Continuous
ditriniultion
of cues in daily
environment.

Cover! inag,e and self.:nstru -
tion :Ace? extensively: e.g.
cot,. rt oensio:zati:n (Jmwa
as pwlishrsnt); -overt
reheorsai (imaJes ani
reef-inatructione as aNe-
ccooive appro.:glation): self-
ex:411in'; covert self-
reinforcement: ',overt
behavior modifi,.ation: either
alter aelf-etatements, or emit
relaxing inotrutional °elf-
stateeen.s.

To stop thouelhlo, ,*1),rt yell:ng
of ope!

L formal ion meditation,
attention focused on
breathing (Steps I--4):
the MAT (In step 2) helps
return the wandering mind to
the ',Meet of focus.

In lt,41 Yogi (cf. Auandl,

(141na, 4 Singh, 194I) note
the use of Internal focusing
xis technique for melf-
axinaremeut of 1in.

r flo9t (lire)

,16.oe., the tier of eft,rt1
14.1"4.,ier le 4 teehniaN, r e

ii,:,s.r^ent of ;,ion.

%JO

_sr

No copnitive
statements or
'mares involved
in the perform -
ance of actions.

Attention focuso
u.O the here Ind

now action only.

Only specified rues
(P.R., anxiety, ktris,)
in Internal and extetosi
environment are obNervr.1

Tv, ..re , Plr

however, airs tr.: to
maintain Jetarliel
OhNerVntion 41 if.. N.

II,. ,

nelaxat fon 1,611,,,,

rho.fc s. cot . er t Jte
to."..

Vse of covert Images,
self-m,d.lfm.: and
self-10 trurtion:
e.g.,"1 on breath,"
"I Sr. relaxed, in
control, I can h&ndle
this."

In cent intent

breath m.litation,
attention focused ''it

hi. ltMre: In !rinser,
diotal 4.41tatloti,
nttiotloo tmimid On
covert sacred my! !Mile.
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Figure 2: COMPARISON OF MEDITATION

AND BEHAVIORAL SELF-MANACEMENT TECHNIQUES
(continued)

TOPICS: FORMAL. MEDITATION KWAVIONAL SELF-MANAGMVUT INFORMAL
MEDITATION

tONTINtENT INFORMAL

milimitom

BREATHING: Breathing from the abdomen; "rontrolled" lorrathirm: Rclnxed, aware Controlled breathtng

--effects
goal is effortless,
autonomic breathing plus

voluntary breathing from
cheat/thoracic area. Coed

autonomic breath-
Ing from abdomen.

In .ontingent infottnal

breath cleditntion (el.
of; awareness) of that breathing in deep nuncio relaxation. Shapiro, 19740;

Used as a type of
--type used relaxation (Step 3); an

aid in unstressing (Step
4) and in thought stopping

non-focun on breathing
(but ruttier on ',acted

sound) in "contingent
(Step 4) Transcendental

Meditation (cf.
Boudreau, 1972)

tTRIBUTIONS The acquisition and proper Clear rind gained during In terms of a This technique is
11E performance of formal Stop five of formal clinical inter- a combination of
tATECIIS TO meditation is facilitated meditation helps facilitate vention strategy, informal meditation and
:it OTHER: by a wrist counter, a a behavioral functional informal =edits- behavioral self-

device used in behavioral analysis of internal and tion is made more management strategies.
self-observation.

The naturalistic observation
methodology of social
learning theory is useful

external °vent° throughout
the rect of the day.

The practice of discriminating
a stimulus (e.g., wandering

powerful by
waking its
performance
contingent upon

Covert imagery,
self-instructions,
focused breathing,
functional analysis

in understanding meditation miml) gained during formal certain internal all come from the
as a series of behaviors meditation, should help and external cues behavioral self-
under explicit contingency an individual interrupt a and by coupling i. management strategy:
arrangements. maladaptive behaviona with Fovcrt however, at the sane

ohain earlier and more imagery, self- time the technique
quickly. instructions, and involves the Ufa: of

Modttation involves a "detached
obasmation" of connore,
thereby reducing the threat
of the concern° and produAing
optimal conditions for
behavior change.

focused breathing "detached self-ohaetva-
tion" derived from
informal meditntion.

3.


